Hi All

Some good news!

That was fast...

Cheers

Tom

-----Original Message-----
From: prab@aps.org <prab@aps.org>
Sent: 29 August 2019 13:10
To: Pacey, Thomas (STFC.DLAST) <thomas.pacey@stfc.ac.uk>
Subject: Acceptance LG17597Z Pacey

Re: LG17597Z
Continuously tunable narrow-band terahertz generation with a
dielectric lined waveguide driven by short electron bunches

Dear Mr. Pacey,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been accepted for publication as a Regular Article in Physical Review Accelerators and Beams.

Your manuscript will now be prepared for the production process. If any issues arise we will contact you; otherwise your manuscript will be forwarded directly to our production department. Please do not send a revised manuscript or figures at this time unless requested.

Yours sincerely,

Frank Zimmermann
Editor
Physical Review Accelerators and Beams
Email: prab@aps.org
https://journals.aps.org/prab/

Physical Review Research is now open for submissions! As an introductory promotion APS is waiving publication charges for all articles received in 2019 and published in this new open access, multidisciplinary journal.

https://journals.aps.org/prresearch
@PhysRevResearch on Twitter

PUBLICITY:
Authors of accepted papers are encouraged to submit a summary that clarifies the new elements of the work and their expected impact. These summaries help APS editors consider papers for coverage in the following places:


- Editors' Suggestions (https://journals.aps.org/prl/highlights): Papers that are prominently displayed on the journal websites because they are judged to be particularly important, interesting, or well written.


Guidelines for writing and submitting a summary:
https://journals.aps.org/authors/publicity-outreach-instructions-authors

CONTACT YOUR PRESS OFFICE:

Please inform your institution's public information or press office as soon as possible about this acceptance. This office may
Please inform your institution's public information or press office as soon as possible about this acceptance. This office may publish newsletters and reports describing your institution's research or it may keep lists of papers published in major journals. In some cases the writers may want to publicize your work with the local media, and they need as much lead time as possible. To find the appropriate office, try searching for your institution's name at https://www.newswise.com/resources/ncd/.